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vi) It is also alleged that the offenders then asked the two brothers to rape

Priyanka – their own sister. When refused the genitals of both the

brothers were mutilated. According to some informants the nude bodies

of victims were even taken on a procession through a part of the village.

vii) Between approximately 6.00 to 7.00 pm while the violent incidence was

going on Bhaiyalal witnessed it from a farm near his house and in a state

of panic he rushed to Dusala to seek help from Siddharth / Rajan. At

around 6.20 pm Rajan also called up Bhotmange family when Surekha

was amidst the violence and frantically pleaded for help. Rajan then

rushed to Khairlanji but on reaching he saw a large mob of 60-70 person

violently beating up Bhotmanges. He thus ran back to Dusala.

viii) When informed about the incident, Siddharth made a phone call to

Andhalgaon Police Station from his mobile to inform about the

incidence and to seek Police help. The Police help did not come

immediately.

ix) In the mean while all four victims succumbed to the extreme violence.

The mob then used a bullock cart to carry the bodies and dump them in

the Pench canal near Khairlanji Village.

Pench Canal
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3.6 Post-Incident Developments

i) It is reported by some informants that while most villagers remained

passive spectators throughout the event, a few did try to intervene but

were overpowered by the mob.

ii) Shri Meshram, Beat Constable from Andhalgaon Police Station visited

Khairlanji late in the evening about 8.30 pm when the incidence was

already over, and reported that the situation was ‘Normal’. The Deputy

Superintendent of Police at Andhalgaon did not take any further action

on the matter.

iii) On September 30, 2006 at 8.00 AM, Bhaiyalal Bhotmange went to the

Police Station to register an FIR. But instead of recording his complaint

he was allegedly advised to search for his family. He contacted the

parental home of Surekha at Deulgav hoping that she might have gone

there along with children. Surekha’s brother at village Deulgav then

Bhotmange’s Destroyed Hut
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contacted Shri Rashtrapal Narnaware – son of Surekha’s sister living at

village Warathi, Tal. Bhandara.

iv) On September 30, 2006, the dead body of Priyanka Bhotmange was

recovered from the canal, and an FIR was registered. Rashtrapal was

called for identification of the dead body, however his statement was not

recorded in writing.

v) The body was sent for post-mortem to the Rural Hospital, Mohadi at

around 12.00 noon. At that time Dr. (Mrs.) Bante, Officiating Medical

Superintendent was attending to the OPD along with Shri Shende – a

junior Medical Officer on contract. Immediately after this, Dr. Bante

received a phone call on her mobile, and she left the hospital without

official permission and without attending to the post-mortem. She

passed on this responsibility to Dr. Shende stating that she was required

to urgently leave for Nagpur.

vi) Dr. Shende then closed the OPD and started preparations for post-

mortem. In the mean while Bhaiyalal reached the hospital. Dr. Shende

then discovered

that there were

no hand-gloves

to carry out the

post-mortem.

Hence, he

requested the

police to bring

the hand-gloves.

There was some

argument between Dr. Shende and the Police and other persons standing

around on delay in post-mortem. In the mean while Dr. Shende received

a call from Dr. Ramteke, Civil Surgeon. When informed about the

Wounds  on Priyanka's Dead Body
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situation, Dr. Ramteke instructed Dr. Shende not to wait for Dr. Bante

and to carry out post-mortem quickly.

vii) On October 01, the bodies of the remaining victims were recovered from

the canal. Again Rashtrapal Narnaware was called for identification of

bodies but his statement was not recorded.

viii) The post-mortems on these bodies was also carried out by Dr. Shende

without guidance and support of Dr. Bante who did not attend to the

post-mortem though she was present at the headquarters on October 01.

According to a letter by the Superintendent of Police, Bhandara, Dr.

Bante had even examined the genitals of female body on October 01, but

she did not include her observation in the post-mortem report. All four

bodies were buried at Deulgaon.

ix) On the same day arrests were made to 28 persons at Khairlanji.

x) Though the incident was clearly a case of caste-based atrocity the

Superintendent of Police visited the village only on October 01, 2006,

i.e., after two days of the incidence.

xi) Several political leaders, Dalit organizations, etc. visited the village and

protests were made against the neglect and apathy of the administration

in handling of the matter.

xii) Hence on October 05, 2006, the dead bodies of the women victims were

exhumed and a post-mortem was conducted for the second time on the

spot without taking the bodies to the hospital. The exhumation post-

mortem was carried out by a team consisting of Dr. B. K. Meshram, Dr.

Nisha Bhavsar, and Dr. Vankhede none of whom is a medico-legal

expert. The team made very vague observations such as :

a. The injuries on genitals are not clearly visible due to decomposition;
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b. However, injuries on the rest of the bodies are visible;

c. All internal organs are normal. The report of the post-mortem carried

out on September 30 and October 01 was not disclosed till the bodies

were exhumed and the post-mortem was carried out once again. The

report of both the post-mortems was released at once on 6/10/2006.

xiii) Shri Pankaj Gupta, Special Inspector General of Police, Nagpur, visited

Khairlanji only after 14 days of the incident. He made a public statement

that the incident did not involve rape.

3.7 Social-Political Reactions of Incident

i) The first reactions of Khairlanji incident came from the media. Nagpur

based newspaper Deshonnati published on 1st October 2006 the incident.

This sent a ripple in the media circles and soon the incident got coverage

in most state as well as national level newspapers. The television

channels also gave wide publicity to the incident. However, the media

colored the incident in all possible ways. A content analysis of the

numerous versions of incident reported by media can indeed throw light

on the underlying social perceptions and political motives around the

issue of atrocities.

ii) The media coverage triggered a sharp reaction to the incident from all

sections of society and polity. This includes the ruling Congress /

Rashtravadi Congress party, other political parties in the State, NGOs /

social activists, and most importantly various Dalit / Buddhist

organizations and women / youth organizations.

iii) Shri Vilasrao Deshmukh, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Shri R. R. Patil,

Hon’ble Deputy Chief Minister and local MLA were among the

representatives of ruling party coalition, who visited the village and
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announced compensation to the victims. The Human Rights

Commission also visited the location. The incident triggered a series of

protests and demonstrations across Vidarbha, many of which turned

violent. The

police had to open

fire to tackle one

such protest in

Amaravati. Public

properties got

targeted in the

protests. Protestors, mostly Dalit youths, were arrested and given

custody. The incident also sent ripples at the national level. And many

other national level figures in politics actively made statements about

the incident. The political and media reactions to the incident soon took

form of tossing and twisting of the issue keeping in mind the political

mileage.

iv) A systematic and proactive effort was not evident on the part of the State

machinery towards establishing a dialogue among the stakeholders on

this issue so as to dissipate the rising communal tensions and violence.

Similarly, the decisions of exhuming the victims’ bodies, suspending the

officers accused of neglect of duty, approaching CBI for investigation,

etc., came only after pressing demands to this effect came from the

protestors. Hence, an overall passivity and indifference was seen in the

State’s response to the incident.

Paper News
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4. Observations

i) Bhotmange family was being harassed and

discriminated by the villagers of Khairlanji

since long time. The village clearly has a

history of atrocities as a member of another

Dalit family (khobragade) from the village

was earlier killed, which was also an event

of atrocity. However, the offence has not

been registered till date. The district

administration and especially the police

have been totally insensitive towards this

scenario in Khairlanji.

ii) The dispute over the right of way through

Bhotmange’s agricultural land had created a

background of communal tiff in Khairlanji

village.

iii) The exceptional minority of SCs in

Khairlanji (only 3 families) together with

the history of communal tension should

have been taken seriously by the district / local administration as a

potential situation for atrocities.

iv) The incidence of beating up of Siddharth Gajbhiye on September 03,

2006 was in it self a clear case of atrocity, and was clear alarm of

possibilities of even severe atrocities in near future. However, the

administration completely failed to take cognizance of this situation,

perhaps purposely, which culminated in the massacre of Bhotmange

family.

Paper News
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v) The district administration committed serious neglect of their duties by

not registering the attack against Siddhart Gajbhiye under PoA Act,

1989. An unnecessary reference to Public Prosecutor was made, who

also behave irresponsibly.

vi) It was mentioned by some informants that some local political leaders

from alliance of Hindu castes as well as certain elements from

communal organizations visited Khairlanji between September 03 and

29, and there were several indications of building up of communal

tension in the village during this period. This aspects needs to be probed

deeper in order to find out real forces behind the communal incidents.

However, no preventive steps were taken by the administration to

dissipate the tension or to provide protection to the victims.

vii) It is a general experience that such communal elements create tensions

but stay out of picture when actual incidents take place. The sole

purpose of these elements is to provoke tensions and conflicts between

Dalit and OBC, Dalit and Maratha, and so on. This is a strategy of

‘divide and rule’ whereby these elements maintain their caste supremacy

and associated privileges.

viii) The Police ignored the frantic call for help while the killing was in

progress on September 29, hence allowing the heinous crime and the

loss of life to happen.

ix) Even after the incident took place an FIR was not filed immediately, on

the contrary misleading reports were given by the Beat Constable,

Andhalgaon Police Station on the incident. The Police Sub-inspector,

Andhalgaon as well as Deputy Superintendent of Police also did not take

prompt action on the matter fully knowing that it was a serious matter of

atrocities on Dalits.
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x) In the post-mortem the possibility of sexual assault was not checked

though the body was

found in a naked

condition. The blood

samples of the body were

not taken in spite of a

written requisition from

Police. Similarly,

samples of Vaginal

Swab, Rectal Swab,

Pubic Hair, Nail

Clippings of both hands,

were not taken, which are a must in the likelihood of rape. Even

photographs of the body were not taken for future reference. The serious

lapses in the post-mortem of Priyanka’s body were repeated in case of

Surekha’s body also. In addition, a conspicuous swelling on the genitals

of male bodies also allegedly went unrecorded.

Extremely serious neglect, perhaps of a deliberate nature, was

committed during the post-mortem, especially on the possibility of rape,

which facilitated destruction of crucial evidence.

xi) During the investigation the Nodal Officer held discussions with the

Civil Surgeon, wherein it was revealed that he had received a telephone

call from Dr. Shende – a

junior, contractual Medical

Officer at Mohadi Rural

Hospital - during the post-

mortem of one of the

victims’ body. However,

when asked about the

purpose of the call the Civil Surgeon gave evasive replies such as the

Bhotmange’s Son

Bulluck Cart used for carrying dead bodies
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call was made for some ‘trivial’ reasons. It is very unlikely that a junior

and temporary Medical Officer will directly make a call to the Civil

Surgeon for ‘trivial’ reasons. This points to a strong possibility that

under political pressure the Civil Surgeon instructed Dr. Shende to

fabricate the post-mortem in such a way that the crucial evidence,

especially on the possibility of rape on victims, is lost.

xii) Also, it is learnt from the public that the local MLA was present during

the post-mortem of Priyanka’s body.

xiii) The district authorities such as the District Magistrate, Superintendent of

Police and Civil Surgeon remained aloof and indifferent throughout the

sequence of events hence indirectly allowing the crime and the

subsequent manipulation of evidence.

xiv) The Special Inspector General of Police, Nagpur, did not visit Khairlanji

till 14 days after the incident. On the other hand he made a premature

and irresponsible public statement that the Khairlanji incident does not

involve rape on female victims. It is also learnt from the public that Shri

Pankaj Gupta accepted a bribe from the interested elements to make

such a statement.

xv) Similarly, it took over a month for the Inspector General of Police

(PCR) to visit Khairlanji.

xvi) Further, it is surprising and shocking that the Director General of Police

did not find it necessary to visit Khairlanji even after the Chief Minister

and Deputy Chief Minister personally paid visits to the village. This

reflects insensitivity at the top levels of the Police Department towards

communal atrocities, and sends totally wrong signals to the police

machinery in the State.
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xvii) Even during the visit of the investigating team, the approach of the

concerned officers towards the incidence was found to be casual and

indifferent, which was extremely shocking. The officers, particularly

Shri Suresh Sagar, Superintendent of Police made irresponsible

statements like ‘such things happen,’ and regarding the naked condition

of female bodies it was stated by him that in fights and man-handling

often clothes get torn which is ‘not unusual’.

xviii) Hence the circumstances point to some thing beyond a neglect and

dereliction of duty. There seems to be a ‘Deep Rooted Social

Conspiracy’ towards facilitating the crime and subsequently

suppressing the evidence on the part of certain communal forces as

well as various elements from politics and administration.
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5. Recommendations

i) Adequate police protection should be immediately

provided to Shri Bhaiyalal Bhotmange, Shri

Siddharth Gajbhiye, Shri Rajan Gajbhiye, their

relatives and the other Scheduled Caste families of

Khairlanji and Dusala villages.

ii) Similar police protection be provided to all the witnesses of the incident.

iii) In view of a serious neglect of duty by the district administration and

police in handling the Khairlanji incidence, and consequent loss of

people’s trust in the State machinery, the CBI investigation should be

started immediately, and a charge sheet be filled within stipulated time

period.

iv) A charge-sheet be filed within the stipulated time pried. The aspect of

deliberated destruction/omission of evidence should be specifically

looked into by the investigating agency, and accordingly investigation

should be carried out and charges should be fixed on the concerned.

v) It is not enough to merely transfer / suspend the officers guilty of neglect

of duty in handling the incident. Such officers should be made co-

accused in the criminal proceedings, and an enquiry should also be

initiated against them under the Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989.

The officers found guilty should be denied all service benefits including

pension, gratuity, etc.

vi) The medical registration and qualifications of the medical officers

including Civil Surgeon who have committed serious neglect in the

post-mortem of Khairlanji victims should be immediately cancelled, and

Bhotmange Waiting for Justice
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they should be subjected to similar penal procedure as the other officers

guilty of neglect of duty.

vii) Shri Pankaj Gupta, Special Inspector General of Police, Nagpur has

made a premature and irresponsible public statement that the Khairlanji

incident did not involve rape on female victims. It is learnt from the

public that Shri Pankaj Gupta accepted a bribe from the interested

elements to make such a statement. Similarly, it took 14 days for Shri

Gupta to visit Khairlanji, which takes just about an hour’s journey to

reach from Nagpur. All these matters are extremely serious and hence a

discrete confidential enquiry should be initiated against Shri Pankaj

Gupta in order to investigate the above matters.

viii) A special investigation into the sequence of events including landline

and mobile phone calls made, secrete meetings held in and out of the

village prior to the incident especially between September, 3 and

September, 29 should be conducted with a view to uncover the roots of

an organized conspiracy to allow the Khairlanji massacre.

ix) The Government should make it mandatory for the concerned

Superintendent of Police and Special Inspector General of Police

(Range) as well as Inspector General of Police (PCR) to visit every

location of atrocities within 24 hours of incident, and report directly to

the Home Department on the visit. The Director General of Police

should also visit the location depending on the gravity of the incident.

x) Even after handing over of investigation to CBI nothing prevents the

Director General of Police from visiting Khairlanji. This will send the

right signal to the police machinery across the State at all levels, and

will ensure proper assistance of Police Department to CBI in further

investigation.
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xi) The decision of handing over the Khairlanji investigation to CID and

subsequently to CBI was taken at the highest levels of State Government

only in the wake of pressing demands and violent demonstrations by

Buddhists and Dalits to this effect. Ideally, the State Government should

have proactively established a dialogue with all the important

stakeholders in this matter, and initiated the necessary response suo

moto. Such proactive measures need to be taken at the Government level

even now.

xii) The Vigilance Committee at the State level must meet once in a quarter

to constantly review the status of atrocities and should regularly take the

appropriate corrective measures. Similarly, the district level Vigilance

Committee must meet every month.

xiii) Khairlanji incident triggered a lot of social commotion and protests.

Many a protestors have been taken into custody and are subjected to

further proceedings. The provisions under which they have been booked

should be examined by an independent authority, and fast track courts

be established for deciding these cases.

xiv) Henceforth, if atrocities indicate the possibility of sexual assault and

rape then the following care should be taken while conducting post-

mortem :

a. The post-mortem must be done by a sufficiently senior, qualified and

experienced doctor along with a lady doctor;

b. Careful examination of genitals of victim along with proper samples

of Vaginal Swab, Rectal Swab, Pubic Hair, Nail Clippings of both

hands, Blood, etc., be carried out in presence of a qualified lady

witness. The samples should be sealed in presence of the lady

witness.
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c. Photographs of the naked bodies of victims should be taken for

further reference during investigations as the bodies decompose and

perish rapidly.

xv) A Mobile Investigation Van fully equipped with life-saving devices,

medicines, and trained doctors and nurses along with senior police

personnel should be dispatched to the concerned location within two

hours of reporting of an atrocity.

xvi) A Standing Committee at the Divisional Level consisting of medico-

legal experts, retired judges, retired police officers with proven integrity

and character, NGOs, etc., should be constituted to oversee all the

aspects of investigation including collection of evidences and witnesses,

preparation of charge-sheets, presentation of the case by public

prosecutor, etc.

xvii) The Government should immediately cause to undertake

through a neutral agency a survey of all the villages in the State

to identify / detect villages observing untouchability in any

form. In order to ensure that no village henceforth indulges in

discrimination against Dalits in any form, a policy decision

needs to be taken at the Government level that any village

observing untouchability in any form shoud not be given any

grant by the Government. The Village Panchayat body should

be immediately superceded after the incident. The Member of

Zilla Parishad and Panchayat Samiti from the concerned area

will be suspended immediately after the preliminary

investigation establishes commission of offence.

xviii) In case of reporting of discrimination or atrocities in a village,

the village level / local level administrative functionaries such
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as Talathi, Health Worker, Anganwadi Worker, Gramsevak,

Police Sub Inspector, Police Patil, Beat Constable, etc., should

also be suspended immediately.

xix) The action taken on the elected representatives and officials should be

widely announced and publicized to send the right signal to the State

machinery.

xx) The survey should also

identify villages with a

very small number of

Dalit households (within

five) and a history of

atrocities / communal

tensions. The Dalit

families from all such

village should be rehabilitated along urban fringes with proper provision

of schools, water supply, playgrounds and such other amenities as per

the State Rehabilitation Law and Policy. Bhandara district can be the

starting point for this exercise to be carried out under the Special

Component Plan.

xxi) All disputes around Dalit lands, properties, wages, jobs, loans, etc.,

should be proactively tracked and monitored personally by Tehsildar /

Sub-divisional Officer under supervision of Collector, and necessary

preventive measures should be taken to prevent the culmination of such

disputes into atrocities.

xxii) Special Dalit-Vasti-Registers should be maintained for all Dalit

settlements across the State, and a system of GIS-based monitoring of

such settlements should be evolved and made available at all the

Deserted Hut
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Collectorates. The Registers should be regularly updated every six

months.

xxiii) Dalit-Vasti-Registers should also include data on a set of objective

indicators

reflecting latent

conditions for

atrocities in a

village, thus

serving as an

‘Early Warning

System’ for taking

preventive / preemptive action against a possible outbreak of atrocities.

The data should be collected by NGOs or such other stakeholders not

part of the formal administration system. However, once the data is in

place the administration should be held responsible for the necessary

vigilance and preventive steps.

xxiv) Relevant sections of CRPC should be invoked and amended suitably if

required, to fix the responsibility of reporting of atrocities / indications

of possible atrocities in concerned jurisdictions on the elected

representatives such as Sarpanch / Panchayat members, Municipal

Councilors, etc. In case the atrocities break out then these non-officials

should be held responsible for their failure in early reporting.

xxv) A 24-hour help-line should be started with the help of NGOs in each

district to facilitate emergency response to the incidents of atrocities so

as to prevent and minimize the loss of life, property and dignity of the

vulnerable section of the society. A special scheme in this regard should

be designed and implemented though the Social Welfare Department

and Human Rights Commission with the participation of suitable

agencies.

Bhotmange’s Hut Surrounding
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xxvi) A Handbook on Atrocities containing detailed guidelines on the

corrective and preventive actions to be taken by the concerned

authorities under the PoA, Act, 1989 be prepared and issued by the

Government for ready reference of the administration machinery.

xxvii) A special Committee should be constituted to evaluate the status of

implementation of PoA Act, 1989 in the State of Maharashtra, and

possible areas of amendment of the Act (if any) be identified and acted

upon by the Government.

xxviii) The Committee should also focus on the long-standing issue of ‘Low

Rate of Conviction’ in the cases of atrocities. The necessary action to set

up Special Courts as provided in the PoA Act should be taken

immediately.

xxix) Atrocities against SC / ST are often more heinous than

terrorist acts. Further, atrocities are often a deliberate and

planned way of terrorizing the SC / ST populations, which

constitute about 22% of the total national population, i.e.,

about 250 million persons. Hence atrocities should be viewed

and dealt with on par with terrorism. Provisions of stringent

Acts to control organized crime such as POTA, etc., may be

extended to such atrocities.

xxx) The Section 4 of PoA Act, 1989 should be made cognizable.

xxxi) As per Section13 (2) of PoA Act, 1989 adequate representation of SC /

ST should be ensured in the police force.

xxxii) The Nodal Officer under PoA Act, 1989 should be further empowered,

and should be provided with definite execution machinery for

effectively delivering his responsibilities. The Nodal Officer should also
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be authorized to write on a plane sheet of paper the confidential reports

of the Collector, Superintendent of Police, Special Inspector General of

Police (Range) and Inspector General of Police (PCR), which would

ultimately be a part of their Annual Confidential Report.

xxxiii) A State-wide campaign of training should be initiated for all concerned

authorities, functionaries and other stakeholders on the issue of

atrocities, and the corrective-preventive measures to be taken in

coordination by all of them. This exercise should be taken up by the

Social Welfare Department immediately.

xxxiv) Similarly, a State-wide awareness campaign should be initiated to

sensitize the public at large about the issue of atrocities. An effective use

of television, radio, print media, cable networks, e-mail / internet, etc.,

be made to disseminate the public messages on this issue. A clear

message should be sent through media that the villages / groups /

persons committing atrocities on SC / ST will be dealt with very

severely.

xxxv) A special section on atrocities should be included in the school

curriculum and text-books under history / civics / social service, etc, and

accordingly the teachers also should be given a special training on

Equity and Social Justice issues.

xxxvi) A State Action Plan for eradication of atrocities should be prepared and

announced by the State Government through participation of NGOs,

activists, social workers, legal-constitutional experts, government and

private agencies, etc. A social movement towards achieving social

justice and solidarity should be initiated through participation of NGOs

and civil society organizations. Through such a movement cutting across

all sections of society a common forum such as ‘Samajik Samata Sangh’

could be created for addressing the social evils such as untouchability,

discrimination and atrocities.
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Annex-I : Interim Report

Preliminary Assessment of

Organized Killing of Four Buddhist Persons in

Village Khairlanji, Taluka Mohadi, District Bhandara

Under the Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989

1) Incident Under Examination

On September 29, 2006 four persons belonging to Scheduled Caste from the

village Khairlanji, Taluka Mohadi, District Bhandara, viz., Smt. Surekha

Bhotmange, Ms. Priyanka Bhotmange, Shri Sudhir Bhotmange and Shri Roshan

Bhotmange, were brutally killed by some villagers and their bodies were recovered

from a nearby canal. The body of Ms. Priyanka was found naked. Similarly, the

body of Smt. Surekha was found with torn petticoat and blouse. This indicates a

strong possibility of sexual assaults against these victims. The concerned

government machinery including the Executive Magistrates, Police and Health

Department has allegedly committed serious neglect and dereliction in their duty

towards the prevention as well as post-facto investigation and action regarding the

incidence. A preliminary investigation of the matter has been carried out by Shri

Ratnakar Gaikwad, IAS, as the Nodal Officer under the Prevention of Atrocities

Act, 1989. The major observations and findings are as follows.

2) General Background of the Incident

(Source : Audio & video recording of the interviews with Shri Bhaiyalal

Bhotmange, Husband & Father of the victims and Shri Siddharth Gajbhiye,

Relative of victims & Police Patil of the adjoining village Dusala as well as the

documents procured from the Mohadi Tehsil Office regarding the disputes related

to the agricultural land of the victim family).
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The victim family does not originally belong to village Khairlanji. It moved into

the village 17 years ago with the support of the land offered by the Mother’s

Brother of Shri Bhaiyalal Bhotmange – the head and only surviving member of the

victim family. The family used to live in a kaccha house constructed on the village

Grampanchayat land since it was prevented from constructing a pucca house.

Some years ago the villagers demanded a part of the family’s land so as to create a

road for the general use of the village. The matter went to the Revenue Court, and

the Naib Tehsildar ordered the creation of a road through the family’s land. The

Naib Tehsildar did not examine the Revenue Maps and the other official

documents before giving the order as evident from the order. This issue sparked a

conflict between the Bhotmange family and the villagers of Khairlanji. Shri

Siddhart Gajabhiye supported the Bhotmange family on this issue hence the

villagers also developed a grudge towards Shri Gajbhiye.

The land in possession of the family is irrigated. The family used to roll Bidis as

supportive occupation. Smt. Surekha was an enterprising lady who used to actively

participate in the agricultural and economic activities. These factors triggered a

sense of envy towards the family among the villagers. The dispute over the land

along with these other factors aggravated a grudge among the villagers towards the

family. The family also used to face discrimination in access to village well for

drinking water.

3) Chronology of the Incident

(Source : FIRs and Chronology registered at the Andhalgaon Police Station,

Chronology enclosed with a letter written by the Subdivisional Magistrate,

Bhandara to the Collector, Bhandara, Reports of the Post-Mortem conducted on

the bodies of the victims, and interviews with Shri Bhaiyalal Bhotmange, Shri

Siddhart Gajbhiye, Shri Rajan Gajbhiye (Brother of Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye), Dr.

(Mrs.) Bante and Dr. Shende, Medical Officer, Rural Hospital, Mohadi and Shri

Rashtrapal, Smt. Surekha Bhotmange’s Sister’s Son)
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i) On September 03, 2006 Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye was beaten up by some

people from Khairlanji on some tiff regarding the payment of wage

labor. Smt Surekha and Ms. Priyanka were present on the scene and

tried to save Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye who was then admitted in a private

hospital due to serious injuries. The hospital informed the Police who

came and took the statement of Shri Siddharth Gajbhiye and proactively

transferred the case to the Andhalgaon Police Station.

ii) A case under the Prevention of Atrocities Act was not registered, and the

Police Prosecutor Ms. Leena Gajbhiye did not gave her opinion on

whether the Act should be invoked, though the case was clearly a matter

of atrocity.

iii) On September 16, 2006, FIR against 15 persons from Khairlanji was

registered and the witness of Shri Bhaiyalal Bhotmange and Smt.

Surekha Bhotmange were recorded in the matter of beating up of Shri

Siddhart Gajbhiye.

iv) On September 29, arrests were made to12 persons from Khairlanji on

the charge of beating up Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye, who were released on

bail the same day by the Court.

v) There was an atmosphere of tension in village Khairlanji since

September 03, and there were rumors in the air of a conspiracy of

attacking Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye and Bhotmange family to take revenge

of the Police complaint. However, no preventive steps were taken by the

administration to curb the impounding communal tension in the village,

or to provide the necessary protection to Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye and

Bhotmange family.

vi) On September 29, 2006 a mob consisting of Khairlanji villagers went on

a search for Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye at Dusala but could not find him. At

around 6 PM the mob assembled at the house of Bhotmange family, and

brutally beaten up and murdered the four members of the family as

mentioned earlier.
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vii) Between 6.30 to 7 PM while the violent incidence was going on Shri

Siddhart Gajbhiye made a phone call to Andhalgaon Police Station to

inform about the incidence and to seek Police help. The Police help did

not come immediately. In the mean while the victims were murdered,

and probably the female victims also assaulted sexually. The bodies

were thrown in a nearby canal.

viii) Shri Meshram, Beat Constable from Andhalgaon Police Station visited

Khairlanji late in the evening when the incidence was already over, and

reported that the situation was ‘Normal’. The Deputy Superintendent of

Police at Andhalgaon did not take any further action on the matter.

ix) On September 30, 2006 at 8.00 AM, Shri Bhaiyalal Bhotmange went to

the Police Station to register an FIR but his complaint was not

entertained.

x) On September 30, 2006, the dead body of Ms. Priyanka Bhotmange was

recovered from the canal, and an FIR was registered. Shri Rashtrapal

was called for identification of the dead body, however his statement

was not recorded in writing.

xi) The body was sent for post-mortem. Dr. (Mrs.) Bante, Medical Officer

left the hospital without a permission and without carrying out a post-

mortem, and passed on this responsibility to her junior Dr. Shende who

also stated that he carried out the post-mortem in a hurry since he

received a call from the Civil Surgeon asking him hurry up the post-

mortem. In the post-mortem the possibility of sexual assault was not

checked though the body was found in a naked condition. The blood

samples of the body were not taken in spite of a written requisition from

Police.

xii) On October 01, the bodies of the remaining victims were recovered from

the canal. The post-mortems on these bodies was also carried out

inadequately. All four bodies were buried at Mauja Deulgaon.

xiii) On the same day arrests were made to 28 persons at Khairlanji.
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xiv) Though the incident was clearly a case of communal atrocity the

Superintendent of Police visited the village only on October 01, 2006,

i.e., after two days of the incidence.

xv) Several political leaders, Dalit organizations, etc. visited the village and

protests were made against the neglect and apathy of the administration

in handling of the matter.

xvi) Hence on October 05, 2006, the dead bodies of the women victims were

dug out and a post-mortem was conducted for the second time on the

spot without taking the bodies to the hospital. However, the bodies were

already heavily decomposed by this time.

4) Observations

i) There seems to be a general laxity in the district administration on

account of its great distance from Mumbai - the administrative

headquarters of the State. Numerous important administrative posts in

Bhandara are lying vacant, and the charge of these positions has been

entrusted to immediate juniors. As a result, the decision-making in the

district is not very prompt, and the emergency-response is also slow.

ii) The district administration committed serious neglect of their duties

under the Prevention of Atrocities Act by deliberately not taking

cognizance of the communal atrocities against Shri Siddhart Gajbhiye

and Bhotmange family.

iii) The Prevention of Atrocities Act was not invoked in spite of the fact that

it was clearly a matter of communal atrocities.

iv) In spite of several indications of building up on communal tension in

village Khairlanji since September 03, 2006, no preventive steps were

taken to curb the same or to provide protection to the victims.

v) The Police ignored the frantic call for help while the killing was going

on, hence allowing the heinous crime and the loss of life to happen.
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vi) Even after the incidence FIR was not filed immediately, wrong reports

were given by the police, post-mortem was not carried out properly, etc.,

so as to suppress the evidence.

vii) The district authorities such as the District Magistrate, Superintendent of

Police and Civil Surgeon remained aloof and indifferent throughout the

sequence of events hence indirectly allowing the crime and the

subsequent manipulation of evidence.

viii) Even during the visit of the investigating team, the approach of the

concerned officers towards the incidence was found to be casual and

indifferent, which was extremely shocking. The officers, particularly

Shri Suresh Sagar, Superintendent of Police made irresponsible

statements like ‘such things happen,’ and regarding the naked condition

of female bodies it was stated by him that in fights and man-handling

often clothes get torn which is ‘not unusual’.

ix) Hence the circumstances point to some thing beyond the neglect and

dereliction of duty. There seems to be a ‘Deep Rooted Conspiracy’

towards suppressing the crime and the evidence.

5) Recommendations

i) Adequate Police protection should be immediately provided to Shri

Bhaiyalal Bhotmange, Shri Siddharth Gajbhiye, Shri Rajan Gajbhiye

and the other Scheduled Caste families of Khairlanji village.

ii) The officers guilty of neglect of duty such as the District Collector,

Superintendent of Police, Civil Surgeon, Subdivisional Magistrate,

Deputy Superintendent of Police, Andhalgaon Police Station, Tehsildar,

Mohadi, Police Prosecutor, Mohadi, Superintendent, Rural Hospital,

Mohadi, Medical Officer, Rural Hospital, Mohadi, etc. should be

immediately transferred from their positions, and disciplinary action

should be taken against them so as to restore the confidence in

administration among the people. An enquiry should also be initiated
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against the officers regarding dereliction of their duties under the

Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989, and those found guilty should be

made co-accused.

iii) Given the conspiracy at the local level the further investigation should

be handed over to CBI to avoid local or political interference in the

investigation process.

iv) Fast Track Courts should be established to create a rapid response

mechanism to such incidences.

v) A district level committee of NGOs should be formed to monitor the

atrocities, and for emergency response in Bhandara district. Similar

arrangements are also recommended in all districts. This

recommendation would be further elaborated in our final report.

*****




